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Kylie uses her high-level relationship skills, expertise in coaching 
psychology and facilitation prowess to co-create transformative 
learning experiences and build human potential.

Drawn to PF’s innovative work in 2017, Kylie has quickly carved 
out a niche as a gifted facilitator, designer and coach who builds 
strong partnerships that uncover deep insight to help our clients 
own their journey of positive change.

Kylie is a highly skilled program designer and facilitator with 
a strong track record leading cultural change and leadership 
development initiatives across organisations such as BBC 
Worldwide, ABC and the Australian Film, Television and Radio 
School. Her work is informed by her expertise in strategy and 
policy, which equips her with a unique understanding of how 
organisations should tackle modern challenges with intelligence, 
agility and creativity.

As one of our key executive coaches, Kylie’s warm, engaging 
and curious nature helps her create the conditions for trust, 
discovery, reflection and transformation for exceptional personal 
and professional client outcomes. Her expertise is supported 
by a Masters of Applied Science in Coaching Psychology, LSI 
accreditation and experience in mentoring and coaching 
individuals primarily within the media sector.

A self-confessed people person – Kylie is most comfortable having 
authentic conversations and challenging people to achieve their 
boldest ambitions.

Expertise:

• Executive Coaching

• Coaching Psychology

• Team and Client Engagement

• Leadership Development

• Media & Communications

• Strategy and Policy

Qualifications:

Master of Applied Science - Coaching 
Psychology (University of Sydney)

Bachelor of Arts, Film & Television 
(Australian Film, Television & Radio 
School) 

Certificate IV in Training and 
Assessment (University of Technology)

Life Styles Inventory™/Group Styles 
Inventory™  Accredited Practitioner 
(Human Synergistics)

“I’m passionate about changing the world, one 
person at a time; being kind; making people laugh; 
serving a great meal; bringing up two very lovely girls 
and growing a beautiful garden.”


